4 months later…


Father files an emergency motion requesting intervention by the court



He states that the assessment remains incomplete because Mother refuses to support a supervised
conjoint meeting between the evaluator, Tiffany and Father. Michelle attended a session but refused
to enter the evaluator’s office.



He alleges that he has not seen Tiffany in 2 months because she is crying and clinging to her mother at
the time of parenting transitions; the visit monitor has tried to pick up Tiffany without Father and has
encountered similar problems. He alleges that Mother refuses to support visitation exchanges at a
neutral site. He states that Tiffany is acting more upset and like a much younger child than his nephew
of the same age



Jeremy is resisting transitions from his mother’s home and sometimes does not appear at activities or
has been picked up early from school when parenting time with Father is planned. Father states that
Jeremy is now repeating angry statements characteristic of his mother. When he appears at an activity
and does appear to respond to father’s greeting or wave, Mary or even Michelle often ushers him
away.



Father has received a call from the school, stating that Jeremy is not completing homework and has
begun to have fights with other children. The school is requesting that he be evaluated for ADHD and
possible medication. Jeremy has also gained substantial weight and is being teased



Father did pay for Michelle’s violin lessons and denies that he has interfered with her ability to
practice. Mary states that Michelle has a violin recital in six weeks and “wants a break” from visiting
with Father so that she is less distracted. She also states that Michelle doesn’t want Father to attend
the violin recital. Father states that there is no reason that he should be barred from the violin recital
and sees no reason that he should be monitored to do it.



Mother responds that the children say they are afraid of time with their father and that obviously the
monitor is biased against her because she is insisting on Father’s parenting time and asking Mother to
set limits with the children



She states that Jeremy is too upset to do his homework and is overeating because he is upset.



She believes the evaluator should move forward with the conjoint interview when each of the children
is are comfortable



Father continues to request preschool for Tiffany and Mother continues to oppose it



Father requests a medical for Jeremy, including an assessment of Jeremy’s weight, and that Jeremy be
required to rejoin team soccer if he is found to be overweight



Father requests all parenting transitions at a neutral site and that he also be allowed to participate at
Tiffany’s preschool, in all interventions for Jeremy’s weight, and in Michelle’s violin recitals



Mother requests status quo until the assessment is completed

